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How to become a model
1. Adjective
2. Adjective
3. Number
4. Number
5. Verb With Ing
6. Adjective
7. Adjective
8. Part Of Body
9. Plural Part Of Body
10. Plural Part Of Body
11. Adjective
12. Adjective
13. Part Of Body
14. Part Of Body
15. Verb With Ed
16. Verb
17. Part Of Body
18. Color
19. Adjective
20. Part Of Body
21. Time Frame - Four Hours Or Seven Years Etc
22. Adjective
23. Verb

24. Verb With Ing
25. Adjective
26. Fast Or Slow
27. Plural Part Of Body
28. Plural Part Of Body
29. Angle - Sideways Up Down Backwards
30. Angle - Sideways Up Down Backwards
31. Occupation

How to become a model
In order to become a

is that you must be close to
lots of

and toned

and

Adjective

part of body

part of body

body which means a

Adjective

verb with ED

Adjective

plural part of

, but if you need a

, or even a tummy

trim will also help and make sure you have

verb

, then it's

teeth that are as

color

as possible or they won't even look at you. Next, you want to to take a photo of just your

part of body

. Then send it in for approval, if they like it then you should hear back within

frame - four hours or seven years etc

, anytime after that is a

moves because they will ask you to
look

pounds and do

Number

. They usually prefer a person with long

plural part of body

lift or your

recommended. A

Adjective

skin. Your facial features should be

Adjective

part of body

requirements. The most important one

Adjective

feet tall. You should weigh around

Number

which will give you a

verb with ING

part of body

body

model there are

Adjective

Adjective

while keeping your
sideways up down backwards

so walking
plural part of body

verb

sign. Also, make sure you know your

during the interview. When
and moving your

fast or slow

occupation

verb with ING

plural part of body

angle - sideways up down backwards

will have you looking like a
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Adjective

time

and your head

! So go for it!

, you want to
from side to side
angle -

